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< PERIODICALS >

1. The Developing Economies (Quarterly, in English)
   Vol. 52, Nos. 2–4; Vol. 53, No. 1
   This is an international and interdisciplinary forum for studies on social sciences relating to developing countries. It provides an opportunity for discussions and exchanges across a wide spectrum of scholarly opinions to promote empirical and comparative studies on the problems confronted by developing countries. It was established in 1962. This journal has been published by Wiley Publishing since 2006.
   All texts of this journal are available to read on the website five years after its publication. http://www.ide.go.jp/English/Publish/Periodicals/De/backnumber.html

   Vol. 55, Nos. 2–4, Vol. 56, No. 1
   This is a leading journal in Japan that publishes studies of development issues. It contains articles, theoretical and empirical notes, occasional reports of surveys and conferences, and book reviews, and is open for scholars and students to contribute their manuscripts. It was established in 1960.
   All texts of this journal are available to read on the website one year after publication. http://www.ide.go.jp/Japanese/Publish/Periodicals/Ajia/backnumber.html

   Nos. 223—234
   This analytical and informative magazine explores the future prospects of developing countries. It provides the latest information on political, economic, and social issues, feature articles, and economic statistics of Asian countries. It was established in 1995.
   All texts of this magazine are available to read on the website two months after its publication. http://www.ide.go.jp/Japanese/Publish/Periodicals/W_tr/end/backnumber.html

4. Latin America Report (Biannual, in Japanese; Japanese title: Raten Amerika Repoto)
   Vol. 31, Nos. 1, 2
   This report provides accurate analyses of information on the fluid Latin American region, and overviews various aspects of long-term social development in the region.
   All texts of this report are available to read on the website one year after its publication. http://www.ide.go.jp/Japanese/Publish/Periodicals/Latin/backnumber.html

   Nos. 52, 53
   This report deals with political, economic, and social issues that African countries are facing. It also provides reviews of books and papers on Africa. The report is revived as a web magazine in 2013.
   All texts of this report are available to read on the website. http://www.ide.go.jp/Japanese/Publish/Periodicals/Africa/index.html

6. Middle East Review of IDE-JETRO (Annual, in English/Japanese; Japanese title: Chuto Rebyu)
   No. 2
   This is a newly launched web magazine which provides analytical reviews of political and economic issues in Middle East and Muslim world.
   All texts of this review are available to read on the website. http://www.ide.go.jp/Japanese/Publish/Periodicals/Me_review/index.html

This yearbook provides an analytical overview of yearly economic and political affairs in Asian countries including Central Asian countries, with an outline of issues and news arranged in chronological order. Key economic statistics, governments’ organization charts, and related documents are attached.

All texts of this yearbook are available to read on the website five years after its publication. http://www.ide.go.jp/English/Library/index.html

<BOOKS>


No. 612 UETANI Naokatsu, ed. Political Participation in Latin America’s “Post Neoliberal Era”
Japanese title: “Posuto shin-jiyushugiki” Raten-amerika ni okeru seiji sanka

No. 613 KOJIMA Michikazu, ed. International Reuse and Developing Countries: Transboundary Transaction of Used Goods
Japanese title: Kokusai riyusu to hatten toboku: Ekkyo suru chukohin torihiki

No. 614 TERAO Tadayoshi, ed. Politics of the Environment: The Formation of “Late-comer” Public Policy
Japanese title: “Kohatsusei” no portikutusu: Shigen kankyo seisaku no keisei katei

No. 615 SATO Akira, Modernity in a Cocoa Republic: History of Associations and Integrative Revolution in Côte d’Ivoire
Japanese title: Kokoa-kyowakoku no kindai: Kotojibowaru no kessyashi to togoteki kakumei

No. 616 OTSUKA Kenji, ed. Ecological Crisis and Sustainability in Asia: A Synthesis of Field Studies
Japanese title: Ajia no seitaikiki to jizokukanousei: Firudo kara no sasuteinabiritei ron

No. 617 SASAKI Norihiro, ed. National Development and Reform Commission in China’s Policy Process: Role and Influence
Japanese title: Henyo suru Chugoku “kokka hatten kaikaku inkai”: Kino to eikyo ni kansuru jissho bunseki

No. 618 USAMI Koichi and MAKINO Kumiko, eds. Cash Transfer Policies in Emerging Countries: Ideational and Discursive Analysis
Japanese title: Shinko shokoku no genkin kyufu seisaku: Aida gensetsu no shiten kara

No. 619 AMAKO Satoshi and REN Zhe, eds. Urbanization in China: Expansion, Conflict and Management
Japanese title: Chugoku no toshi-ka: Kakuchu, fuantei to kanri mekanizumu


No. 37 MURAYAMA Mayumi and YAMAGATA Tatsufumi, eds. An Introduction to Bangladesh as an Industrial Country
Japanese title: Shirarezaru kogyo-koku Banguradeshu

No. 38 KOBAYASHI Masayuki, ed. Education Legislation of Persons with Disabilities in Asia
Japanese title: Ajia no shogaisha kyoiku hosei: Inkurusibu kyoiku jitsugen no kadai


No. 23 KONDO Norio, ed. India’s Sixteenth Parliamentary Election in 2014: The Landslide Victory of Bharatiya Janata Party and Formation of Narendra Modi Government
Japanese title: Indo no dai 16 ji rempo-kain -senkyo: Narendra Modi Indo jinmin-to seiken no seiritsu


No. 117 HOSHINO Taeko, Suppliers Network of Automobile Industry in Mexico: Is it Possible to Enter
Publications for Local Firms?
Japanese title: Mekishiko jidosha sangyo no sapurai-chen: Mekishiko kigyo no sannyu wa kanoka

<PAPERS and REPORTS>

1. Research Papers (Japanese name: Chosa Kenkyu Hokoku-sho)

Report for “Taiwan-Japan Small & Medium Enterprises’ Cooperation to Explore the ASEAN Markets”
IDE-JETRO, and Chung-Hua Institution for Economic Research eds.
Japanese Title: Nittai bijinesu araiansu no tonan ajia ni okeru genkyo to kanosei
Interim Report for “Public Services in India”
SATO Hajime ed.
Japanese Title: Indo no koteki sabisu ni kansuru chukan seika hokoku

The Basis of the Survival of Arab Monarchies
ISHIGURO Hirotake ed.
Japanese Title: Arabu kunshusei kokka no sonritsu kiban

Unemployment and Participation in the Labor Force in Southern Africa
by Rulof BURGER and ITO Seiro
Japanese Title: Nanbu afurika ni okeru rodo sanka to shitsugyo

Fertility and Rural Electrification in Bangladesh
by Tomoki FUJII and Abu SHONCHOY

Women with Disabilities in Developing Countries
KOBAYASHI Masayuki ed.
Japanese Title: Kaihatsu tojokoku no josei shogaisha
Interim Report for “an Empirical Study on the Investment/Financing Activities of Philippine Corporations”
KASHIWABARA Chie ed.
Japanese Title: Firipin no kigyo gurupu to yunibasaru/shogyo ginko bumon

Microeconomic Developments in Prewar Japan: An Integration of Economic History and Development Economics
ARIMOTO Yutaka ed.
Japanese Title: Tojokoku Nihon no kaihatsu kadai to taio: Keizaishi to kaihatsu kenkyu no yugo

Heterogeneous Firms and the Development of Marketplaces in Chinese Dual Economy
by DING Ke, GOKAN Toshitaka, and ZHU Xiwei
Japanese Title: Gicho shijo no keisei to seisaku no yakuwari

Formation and Operation of Laws, Institutions, and Organizations Concerning Resources and Environmental Policy
TERAO Tadayoshi ed.
Japanese Title: Shigen kankyo seisaku ni kakawaru hoseido gyosei soshiki no keisei to unyo

Air Cargo and Airports in Asia
IKEGAMI Hiroshi ed.
Japanese Title: Ajia no kuko to koku butsuryu

Economic Division in British India: An Analysis of Population Dynamics
by KEOLA Souknilanh, SHONCHOY Abu, and TSUBOTA Kenmei

Interim Report for “Relations between the States and Civil Society Organizations in 21st Century Latin America”
USAMI Koichi and BABA Kaori eds.
Japanese Title: Raten amerika no kokka to shimin shakai kenkyu no kadai to tembo

Study of the Policies for Children in Emerging Countries
USAMI Koichi ed.
Japanese Title: Shinkokoku ni okeru kodomo ni kansuru seisaku

Labor Market and Employment Issues in Vietnam
SAKATA Shozo ed.
Japanese Title: Betonamu no rodo shijo to koyo mondai: Tokei to senko kenkyu no rebyu
Issues and Questions Concerning Current Social Movement Studies: A Preliminary Study
SHIGETOMI Shinichi ed.
Japanese Title: Shakai undo riron no saikento: Yobiteki kosatsu

Socio-economic Analysis of Taiwan under the Ma Ying-jeou Administration
KAWAKAMI Momoko ed.
Japanese Title: Ba Eikyu seikenka Taiwan no keizai shakaigakuteki bunseki

2. IDE Research Bulletin
Supply-chain Industrialization and Growth: Does Value-added Matter?
Project Organizer: ITO Tadashi

Incentives on the Road: The Impacts of Management Practices on Productivity and Accidents in the Trucking Services Industry in Thailand
Project Organizer: MACHIKITA Tomohiro

Political Limits on World Oil Trade
Project Organizer: KASHCHEEVA Mila

3. Discussion Paper Series

No. 469 KIMURA Koichiro, “Competition between Firms in Developing and Developed Countries”


No. 471 SUZUKI Sanae, “Chairship System and Decision Making by Consensus in International Agreements: The Case of ASEAN”

No. 472 Saumik PAUL and Vengadeshvaran SARMA, “Are Special Economic Zones a Curse on Those ‘Chosen’ to Be Evicted? Evidence from West Bengal, India”

No. 473 KUBO Koji, “Deposit Dollarization in Myanmar”

No. 474 UEKI Yasushi, “Trade Obstacles, Inventory Level of Inputs, and Internationalization of Enterprise Activities: A Comparison between Southeast Asia and Latin America”

No. 475 Dossym SATPAYEV, “Corruption in Kazakhstan and the Quality of Governance”

No. 476 CHENG Fang-Ting, “From Foot-Draggers to Strategic Counter-Partners: The Dynamics of U.S. and Chinese Policies for Tackling Climate Change”

No. 477 KUDO Yuya, “Religion and Polygamy: Evidence from the Livingstonia Mission in Malawi”

No. 478 ITO Tadashi and OKUBO Toshihiro, “Product Quality and Intra-industry Trade”

No. 479 OKABE Masayoshi, “Gender-Preferential Intergenerational Patterns in Primary Education Attainment: A Quantitative Analysis of a Case of Rural Mindanao, the Philippines”

No. 480 TAKAHASHI Kazushi, IKEGAMI Munenobu, Megan SHEAHAN, and Christopher B. BARRETT, “Quasi-Experimental Evidence on the Drivers of Index-Based Livestock Insurance Demand in Southern Ethiopia”

No. 481 MATSUMOTO Haruka, “Taiwan Strait Crises and Chiang Kai-shek’s Strategic Thinking: A Perspective from the Taiwan’s Archive”

No. 482 KUMAGAI Satoru, “The Middle-Income Trap from the Viewpoint of Trade Structures”

No. 483 TAKAHASHI Kazushi, Abu SHONCHOY, ITO Seiro, and KUROSAKI Takashi, “How Does Contract Design Affect the Uptake of Microcredit among the Ultra-poor? Experimental Evidence from the River Islands of Northern Bangladesh”
No. 484 Saumik PAUL, Alice OUYANG, and Rachel Cho Suet LI, “Skilled Emigration and Exchange Rate: Theory and Empirics”

No. 485 CAI Songfeng, ZHANG Yaxiong, and MENG Bo, “Spillover Effects of TTIP on BRICS Economies: A Dynamic GVC-Based CGE Model”

No. 486 MENG Bo, Glen PETERS, and WANG Zhi, “Tracing CO₂ Emissions in Global Value Chains”

No. 487 ZOU Lele, XUE Jinjun, Alan FOX, MENG Bo, and SHIBATA Tsuha, “The Emission Reduction Effect and Economic Impact of an Energy Tax vs. a Carbon Tax in China: A Dynamic CGE Model Analysis”

No. 488 TSUBOTA Kenmei, “Agglomeration and Directional Imbalance of Freight Rates: The Role of Density Economies in the Transport Sector”

No. 489 KUROIWA Ikuo, “Industrial Deepening in East Asia”

No. 490 GAO Yuning, ZHENG Yunfeng, HU Angang, and MENG Bo, “Input–Output-Based Genuine Value Added and Genuine Productivity in China’s Industrial Sectors (1995-2010)”

No. 491 Mila KASHCHEEVA and Kevin K. TSUI, “Political Influence in Commercial and Financial Oil Trading: The Evidence from US Firms”

No. 492 HOSHINO Taeko, “Boundaries of Firms and Catching Up by Latecomers in Global Production Networks: The Case of a Mexican Auto-Parts Manufacturer”

No. 493 PEI Jianguo, MENG Bo, WANG Fei, and XUE Jinjun, “Production Sharing, Demand Spillovers and CO₂ Emissions: The Case of Chinese Regions in GVCs”

No. 494 HAYAKAWA Kazunobu, KIM Han-Sung, and YOSHMI Taio, “FTA in International Finance: Impacts of Exchange Rates on FTA Utilization”

No. 495 TANAKA Kiyoyasu and HASHIGUCHI Yoshito, “Agglomeration Effects of Informal Sector: Evidence from Cambodia”

No. 496 Saumik PAUL, Abu S. SHONCHOY, and Andrew DABALEN, “Food Crop Diversification as a Risk Mitigating Strategy during Conflict: Evidence from Côte d’Ivoire”


No. 498 KUMAGAI Satoru, UEKI Yasushi, David BULLÓN, and Natalia SANCHEZ, “Industrial Agglomeration in Costa Rica: A Descriptive Analysis”

No. 500 NABESHIMA Kaoru, ITO Tadashi, TANAKA Kiyoyasu, Mila KASHCHEEVA, David BULLÓN, and Natalia SANCHEZ, “The Source of Sustainable Growth in Costa Rica”

No. 501 LEI Lei, “A Closer Look at the Diffusion of ChinaGAP”

No. 502 KUDO Yuya, Abu S. SHONCHOY, and TAKAHASHI Kazushi, “Impacts of Solar Lanterns in Geographically Challenged Locations: Experimental Evidence from Bangladesh”

No. 503 Tsilavo RALANDISON, ARIMOTO Yutaka, KONO Hisaki, SAKURAI Takeshi, and TAKAHASHI Kazushi, “Rice Flows across Regions in Madagascar”


No. 505 ARIMOTO Yutaka, KONO Hisaki, Tsilavo RALANDISON, SAKURAI Takeshi, and TAKAHASHI Kazushi, “Understanding Traders’ Regional Arbitrage: The Case of Rice Traders in Antananarivo, Madagascar”
No. 506 Mila KASHCHEEVA and NABSEHIMA Kaoru, “Innovation in Eastern Europe: A Case Study of Czech Republic”

No. 507 NABSEHIMA Kaoru, MICHIDA Etsuyo, VU Hoang Nam, and SUZUKI Aya, “Emergence of Asian GAPs and Its Relationship to Global G.A.P.”

No. 508 YAMAGUCHI Mami, “The Voices and Protest of China’s Labour NGOs and Their Effort to Promote Migrant Worker Rights”

No. 509 KANG Byeongwoo, NABSEHIMA Kaoru, and CHENG Fang-Ting, “Avoiding the Middle Income Trap: Indigenous Innovative Effort vs Foreign Innovative Effort”

No. 510 ITO Tadashi, “On the Variety of Mexico’s Export Goods”

No. 511 KUBO Koji, “Transition from Black to Official Markets for Foreign Exchange in Myanmar”

No. 512 HIGASHIKATA Takayuki and KAWAMURA Koichi, “Voting Behavior in Indonesia from 1999 to 2014: Religious Cleavage or Economic Performance?”

No. 513 Andrew M. GARDNER, “Migration, Labor and Business in the Worlding Cities of the Arabian Peninsula”


No. 515 ISHIDO Hikari, “Establishing Global Value Chains through the Liberalization of Trade in Services”

No. 516 UCHIDA Yoko and OYAMADA Kazuhiko, “Theory and Empirics of Markusen Type Multinationals”

No. 517 OYAMADA Kazuhiko and UCHIDA Yoko, “Is FTA/EPA Effective for a Developing Country to Attract FDI? Simulation Analysis Based on an Extended Knowledge-Capital Model”

No. 519 ARIMOTO Yutaka and KUROSU Satomi, “Land and Labor Reallocation in Pre-modern Japan: A Case of a Northeastern Village in 1720–1870”


No. 521 FUJI Tomoki and Abu S. SHONCHOY, “Fertility and Rural Electrification in Bangladesh”

No. 522 Abu S. SHONCHOY and Mehnaz RABBANI, “The Bangladesh Gender Gap in Education: Biased Intra-household Educational Expenditures”


< Co-publication with Commercial Publishers >

1. Japanese Book:

2. English Books:


